Abstract. We study log D-modules on smooth log pairs and construct a comparison theorem of log de Rham complexes. The proof uses Sabbah's generalized b-functions. As applications, we deduce a log index theorem and a Riemann-Roch type formula for perverse sheaves on smooth quasi-projective varieties. The log index theorem naturally generalizes the Dubson-Kashiwara index theorem on smooth projective varieties.
Introduction
Let (X, D) be a smooth log pair, that is, X is a smooth variety over C, and D is a reduced normal crossing divisor. Denote the open embedding by j : U = X \ D ֒→ X. The sheaf of log differential operators D X,D is a sub-sheaf of D X consisting of differential operators that preserves the defining ideal of the divisor. Log D-modules are modules over D X,D . In this article, we mainly focus on studying log D-modules associated to D U -modules, called lattices (Definition 2.4), and on using them to study perverse sheaves on U .
1.1.
Comparison theorem for log D-module. Our first theorem is a comparison between a D U -module M U and its lattice M in terms of (log) de Rham complexes (see (9) for definition). ≃ Rj * DR U (M U ).
Suppose D i , i = 1, · · · , k, are irreducible components of D. Then given a lattice M of M U , we can construct Z k many lattices
Then the following question might be interesting:
and how will the log DR complex jump as we move a i ? Our log comparison theorem says, if all a i are positive enough, then the result is stable.
1.1.1. Application to Deligne Lattices. We give an answer in the case of flat connections with regular singularities along boundaries. Assume that V is the Deligne lattice of a local system L on U satisfying that real parts of eigenvalues of the residues along D are in (−1 
where h s+v = l h s l +v l l and s = (s 1 , . . . , s k ) are independent variables and M 0 is a coherent O X -submodule generating j * M U over D Y .
Following Ginsburg's ideas and using Sabbah's generalized Bernstein-Sato polynomials, we obtain the following generalization of the Beilinson Theorem [Gin89, Propsition 3.6]: Theorem 1.3. For v = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k ) ∈ Z k with v l ≫ 0 for every l, we have
There is also a similar but different result where we set s = 0 from the beginning, instead of taking the fiber at s = 0 as above. 
induces fiberwise morphisms of (complexes of) D Y -modules
1 Here we deviate from the log pair setup and notation. Later the log pair (X, D) shows up from graph embedding.
at closed points a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k ) ∈ SpecC[s], where h a = l h a l l . The D Ymodules j * (h a · M U ) are Z k -periodic in a and j * (h k · M U ) = j * (M U ) for k ∈ Z k . Here h a · M U is the D U -module of M U twisted by the local system given by h a . Since tensor-product is only left exact, ι a is neither injective nor surjective in general. However, Theorem 1.3(i) implies (is equivalent to, indeed) that
ι a is a quasi-isomorphism for all a l ≫ 0.
In general, we have that
for every a ∈ C k . Considering the graph embedding of h: Malgrange [Mal83] ; see also [BMS06] for the case when k > 1 and M U = O U . We discuss the general case in §5; see also §7.1 for the log generalization.
By (10), as we identify s l with −t l ∂ t l we have
) and using Theorem 1.3 (i), after applying DR, we have for all 
k and for all integral a l large enough, which also gives a partial answer to the question (2) for lattices M v h . 1.3. Index theorem in Log cotangent bundle. One application of the log comparison theorem is to find a formula for the Euler characteristic of a perverse sheaf
If U = X is compact, then we have the index theorem of and [Kas85] ):
where Γ dϕ is certain perturbation of T * U U . see Theorem 8.1. In this paper, we make log compactification of T * U to T * (X, D), the logarithmic cotangent bundle, and we get: Theorem 1.5. Let (X, D) be a smooth log pair with X projective and U = X\D, and let F
• be a perverse sheaf on U . Then
where SSF • is the closure of SSF
simply means the degree of the 0-cycle. To compute the intersection on the RHS, we can try to perturb the zero-section from T * X (X, D) to a smooth (C ∞ ) section, that intersects SSF • transversally, then one needs to count intersection points with sign. If T * X (X, D) can be perturbed to a holomorphic section, then one only needs to count unsigned intersection points.
If
for dim U = n, then the equality (7) tells that the topological Euler characteristic for quasi-projective U is
for every normal crossing compactification (X, D) of U . Theorem 1.6 (Non-compact Riemann-Roch). In the situation of Theorem 1.5, let F • be a perverse sheaf on U and SSF
Assume that there exists a rational function f on X, such that f | U is non-vanishing, and
n with coordinates (z 1 , . . . , z n ), Franecki and Kapranov proved
n with generic non-zero s i ∈ Z. Using it, they further proved a non-compact RiemannRoch theorem on quasi-abelian varieties [FK00, Theorem (1.3)].
Take the natural compatification (C * ) n ֒→ P n and set D to be the boundary divisor. Note that by generic choice of f , one ensures the intersection of
. Therefore, applying Theorem 1.6 gives an alternative proof of Theorem (1.3) in loc. cit.
Example. Let X = P 2 with homogeneous coordinates (X, Y, Z), D = (XY Z = 0) and U = (C * ) 2 . Let x = X/Z, y = Y /Z be affine coordinates on U . Let S = {(x, y) ∈ U | y = x(1 − x)}, then S is P 1 removing three points. Let L = C S [1] where the degree shift is to make it a perverse sheaf. We then have
On the other hand, we can take a rational function on X as f = X/Y , then f | U = x/y is non-vanishing. Then on the U 0 ∼ = C 2 patch where Z = 0, we have
Then SSL in T * U is the conormal bundle of S, which is C-cone generated by
We can verify that Γ d log f ∩ SSL ∩ T * U = ∅. Thus, one only need to check the intersection of
Hence, there is one intersection point at (x, y) = (0, 0) and (η x , η y ) = (1, −1). Similarly, one can check in other patches U 1 {X = 0} and U 2 = {Y = 0}, to see there is no additional intersections. Thus
This verifies the non-compact Riemann-Roch theorem. 
Hence for large enough q, we have DR D (M(qD)) = DR(j * M U ). The (log) de Rham functors in the log comparison theorem mean the analytic ones by GAGA, as perverse sheaves are defined in Euclidean topology. One can replace the algebraic regular holonomic module M U by M( * D) and it still holds in the analytic category, where M is an analytic regular holonomic D X -module and M( * D) is its algebraic localization along D (see [Bjo93, Chapter II.5] for definitions).
For the index theorem, we provide two proofs.
(1) The first one is more algebraic and motivated by Laumon's algebraic approach to the Dubson-Kashiwara index equality (5) [Lau83a, §6] . Roughly speaking, adapting Laumon's construction of direct images of filtered D-modules [Lau83b] to the log situation, we obtain a Laumon-type direct-image formula for log Dmodules; see Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. Using the Laumon-type formula and Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch together with Ginsburg's characteristic cycle theorem (Theorem 6.1), we first obtain an index result for lattices; see Theorem 6.3. It would further imply the index equality (7) after applying Theorem 1.1.
(2) The second proof is more topological, and it is presented at Section 7. The Euler characteristic of χ(Hom(F, G)) for two constructible sheaves F, G on an open U , can be computed by counting intersection of SS(F ) and SS(G) ( [Gin86] ), or one can directly compute Hom(F, G) as Hom
are Lagrangians in Fukaya category [NZ09] . The first step in considering Lagrangian intersection to make them intersect transversally. If both Lagrangians are compact then any Hamiltonian perturbation is allowed, if two Lagrangians intersects at 'infinity', then certain directed perturbation ('wrapping') near infinity is needed. In our case, one of the Lagrangian is T * U U , and we can perturb it to the Lagrangian section ( [Kas85] ) Γ dϕ , where ϕ : U → R has some growth property near infinity. Our only task, is then choose a nice perturbation, so that Γ dϕ ∈ T * U extends to a smooth section Γ dϕ in the log cotangent bundle T * (X, D). A protypical example is d log |z| as a smooth section in the log cotangent bundle T * (P 1 , {0, ∞}). Also, one need to check there is no additional contribution to the Lagrangian intersection in replacing Γ dϕ by its log closure Γ dϕ .
At last, the topological proof of Theorem 1.5 makes it still hold when replacing X by a complex compact manifold.
1.5. Outline of the paper. In §2, we collect basic properties for log D-modules. We discuss the direct images of log D-modules under proper morphisms of log smooth pairs in §3. §4 is about b-functions for lattices and the proof of the log comparison theorem. In §5, we discuss D-modules constructed from graph embeddings from a log point of views. In §6, 7 and 8, we discuss the index theorem in the logarithmic cotangent bundle and non-compact Riemann-Roch.
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Preliminaries on D X,D -modules
Let (X, D) be a log smooth pair with dim X = n. Set T X (− log D) to be the locally free subsheaf of T X generated by algebraic vector fields with logarithmic zeros along D, and D X,D the subalgebra of D X generated by O X and T X (− log D). One can check that D X,D is a coherent and noetherian subalgebra of D X . We then consider the logarithmic cotangent bundle
X . 
is an exhaustive increasing Z-filtration bounded from below compatible with the order filtration of D X,D so that the associated graded module gr
Since π is affine, gr Assume
. . , ∂ xn are free generators of T X (− log D) locally with coorditates (x 1 , . . . , x n ) so that D is defined by x 1 · · · x k = 0. Then we have a canonical section (independent of local coordinates)
also denoted by DR X,D (M) if the ambient space X is needed to be emphasized. In local coordinates, it is
the Koszul complex of M with actions of
In the case that M has a filtration, DR D (M) is filtered as follows:
Denote the associated graded complex by gr
Using Lie derivatives on ω X and Lemma 2.1, the logarithmic canonical sheaf
Lemma 2.3. The evaluation map ev induces a locally free resolution of
Proof. By construction, the associated graded complex gr
can be locally identified with the graded Koszul complex
Since each ξ i is of degree 1, we know that gr
, we see that
is a quasi-ismorphism for every p ≥ 0. Taking inductive limit as p → ∞, as inductive limit functor is exact, we finish the proof.
Let us now introduce a special kind of D X,D -module, lattices, following Ginsburg [Gin86] .
Hence, the first statement follows. If M U is regular holonomic, then j * (M U ) is also regular holonomic by definition (see for instance [HTT08, §6] ). In particular, j * (M U ) is generated by a coherent O X -module over D X , from which the second statement follows.
is also a (left) D X,D -module for every divisor E supported on D and hence they are all lattices of M U (one can easily check coherence of M(E)). Furthermore, if M and M ′ are two lattices of M U , then for some q > 0 we have It is worth mentioning that the dimension of logarithmic characteristic cycles does not satisfy the Bernstein inequality. For instance, considering the D C,0 -module
Direct images of D X,D -modules
We discuss direct image functors for D X,D -modules in this section. Suppose
is a morphism of log smooth pairs, that is, (X, D) and (Y, E) are two log smooth pairs and f is a morphism between X and Y so that f −1 E ⊆ D. We also say that f is a log morphism in this case.
Analogous to D-modules, we define the transfer module D f of the log morphism 
is given by
to be the bounded Derived categories of left logarithmic Dmodules with coherent cohomology sheaves.
by projection formula and the standard fact in algebraic geometry that the direct images of O-modules under proper morphisms are coherent. In general, for an arbitrary
, using the arguments in the proof of [Bjo93, Theorem 1.5.8], M
• is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of induced D X,D -modules. Then we also have 3.1. Direct images and logarithmic Lagrangian correspondence. In this subsection, we discuss the direct image functor f + in the filtered case, which is the logarithmic generalization of Laumon's constructions for D-modules [Lau83a, Lau83b] .
For a log morphism f : (X, D) → (Y, E), we consider the following diagram
where the square is Cartesian and p 1 is induced by the morphism of logarithmic tangent sheaves
We define a functor 
and an induced embedding of (bounded) Derived categories
where
The direct image functor can be naturally generalized to the Rees modules case as followsing:
where the filtration of D f is induced from that of D Y,E . Immediately, f + induces
using the above embedding of Derived categories. By abuse of notations, we denote the direct images functors on different derived categories all by f + . Similar to the unfiltered case, f + preserves coherence when f is proper (see the proof of Theorem 3.1), that is, we have
We then define an intermediate functor
Since π − is affine, we have the functor
where − is among X, Y , and f . Then we obtain the following proposition:
is a proper morphism of log smooth pairs. Then we have the following commutative diagram
We use K coh (•) (resp. KF coh (•)) to denote the Grothendieck group of the triangulated category D b coh (•) (resp. DF b coh (•)). We then have a Laumnon-type formula for log D-modules, roughly speaking,
To be more precise:
is a filtered complex. The associated spectral sequence converges and for every p ∈ Z
with the induced filtraion on H p f + (M • ) when r ≫ 0. Take the natural t-structure on DF b (D Y,E ) (use the usual truncation functors), and denote the heart by C and the associated n-th cohomology functor by H n t .
Then the objects of C are 2-complexes of injective morphisms (not necessarily strict) of filtered D Y,E -modules
Define a functor from C to MF(D Y,E ) by
It induces additive functors
[gr
Combining (12) and (13), the proof is accomplished, thanks to the fact that taking limit of spectral sequences and truncation operations commute.
By combining Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we then immediately have: 
where I is the ideal sheaf of H and I j = O Y for j ≤ 0. For simple normal crossing (SNC) divisors, there is a notion of multi filtration on D X and local good coherent D X -modules. Working locally, we may assume that X = ∆ n is the n-dimensional polydisk with coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x n ), and smooth divisor D l = (x l = 0) for l = 1, 2, . . . , k and k ≤ n. We write j V • D X the KashiwaraMalgrange filtration of D X along D j , and then set for s = (s 1 , . . . ,
We then obtain the (multi-indexed) k-filtration {V • D X } Z k . We write the associated Rees ring by 
is coherent over R V (D X ). It is worth mentioning that if {U • M} Z k is good, then M is coherent and conversely, if M is coherent, then good k-filtrations exist locally. For notation simplicity, we denote U s M as U s . As remarked in [Sab87a] , the subtlety with multi-filtration on module (as in contrast with D X ) is that in general
For example, for k = 2, we do not have
It is precisely for this reason, that Sabbah introduces a refined filtration with respect to a cone Γ. To give a precise definition, we introduce the following notation 
Definition 4.1. Let U • be a good k-filtration of M with respect to V • D X . Let Γ be a k ′ -dimensional unimodular simplicial cone contained in the positive quadrant. For any element s ∈ M , we define a new k-filtration by
Hence, in the special case if L is a one-dimensional cone (or abuse notation, a primitive generator of this cone), we write L U λ for the Z-indexed filtration, where
There is a natural
, namely for s ∈Γ. We recall the following property.
If Γ U • satisfies the flatness condition, we call such cone Γ adapted to U • . In general, the standard cone M + Q is not adapted to U • . However Sabbah shows one may subdivide the standard cone to get an adapted Σ, that is every cone in Σ is adapted.
Let L (Σ) denote the set of rays in Σ. We also define a new k-filtration by
for every s ∈ Z k . This is called the saturation of U • M with respect to Γ. The saturation filtration is also good provided that U • M is good (see [Sab87a,  
4.2.
Bernstein-Sato polynomials for lattices. In this subsection, we prove the existence of Bernstein-Sato polynomials for lattices using Sabbach's multifiltrations. We continue to assume that X = ∆ n is the n-dimensional polydisk with coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), and smooth divisor D l = (x l = 0) for l = 1, 2, . . . , k and k ≤ n. We set D = k l=1 D l and let M be a D X,D lattice of some regular holonomic
We obtain a good k-filtration U • M of M = D X ·M associated to M by requiring:
In other words, we have
In particularly, we have for s ≤ 0
The following theorem is a generalization of [Sab87b, Proposition 1.2] to arbitrary lattices. 
Hence, for all a ∈ Z k , we have
Hence for any a, and any Z ∋ λ ≥ 1, we have a b-function
SinceŪ • is a good filtration of M, in particular, there is a N 1 ≫ 0, such that for all a ∈ (Z ≥0 ) k , we have
And we also have
SinceŪ −N1· 1 is a lattice for M U , we can find N 2 ≫ 0, such that
Hence we getŪ
Thus the following construction will work
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since the required statement is local, we can assume
with coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x k , x k+1 , . . . , x n ) centered at a point x ∈ D, so that (x 1 , . . . , x k ) are coordinates of N and (x k+1 , . . . , x n ) are coordinates of T and
Since for every q ∈ Z, M(qD) is a lattice, we have a short exact sequence of D X,D -modules
We first prove that
) are acyclic for all |p| ≫ 0.
To this purpose, we apply Theorem 4.4 to the lattice M and obtain the linear forms L 1 , . . . , L m . Meanwhile, the D X,D -module structure of M makes the stalks 
, which is the zero locus of b Li (L i (s)) shifted by (−q, · · · , −q). Hence for |q| large enough, (0, · · · , 0) is not contained in the support of (
is identified to the complex
As the Koszul complex Kos(C[s]; s) is supported exactly on {0}, the complexes
are acyclic for all |q| ≫ 0. Moreover, by (10), we see that
where DR T means the de Rham functor is applied on the ambient space T instead of X. Hence we conclude that they are both acyclic for every |q| ≫ 1. Looking at the short exact sequence (15), since de Rham functor is exact, we obtain that
is a quasi-isomorphism for every |q| ≫ 1. We take inductive limit as q → ∞. Since the inductive limit functor is exact, the natural morphism
is a quasi-isomorphism q ≫ 1. Since M U is regular holonomic, we know DR and algebraic localizations commute (see [Bjo93, Chapter V.4]), and hence we have
Consequently, we obtain the quasi-isomorphism (1). D) is a smooth log pair with dim X = n. We fix a C-local system L on U an = (X \ D) an and set More precisely, V is a locally free O an X -module of finite rank. Since X is algebraic, V is also algebraic by GAGA (by adding more boundary divisors, X can be assumed to be complete). We take V = V| U , the algebraic D U -module of the local system L. Then V is a D X,D lattice of j * V, where j : U ֒→ X.
An Example: Deligne Lattices. Suppose that (X,
We write D = k l=1 D l . For a subset I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k}, we also write
We now calculate the b-functions for V locally. Assume that the local system L is of rank m and let {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m } be a (linear independent) set of multi-valued sections of L around x ∈ D. For simplicity we write
Then V x is trivialized (analytically) as O x -module by (17)
where Γ l ∈ gl(V, C) satifying that the eigenvalues of Γ i ∈ (−1, 0] for every l; in other words, Γ l is one branch of the logarithsm of the monodromy of L along the divisor (x l = 0). One sees easily that x l ∂ x l operates naturally on e i . In this case, the b-function is: for every l and for every pair of
Proof of Theorem 1.2: When x ∈ DĪ \ D I , Theorem 1.1 and (18) imply for k 2 > 0
x . Therefore, we still need to prove the case when x ∈ D I . We now prove this case. Using the analytic trivialization of V(k 2 DĪ − k 1 D I ) x induced by (17), one easily checks that
is an isomorphism for l ∈ I and for k 1 , k 2 > 0. Hence, we have that
2! is 0-extension along D I , the proof is now accomplished. 
Application to
where h s+v = l h s l +v l l and s = (s 1 , . . . , s k ) are independent variables. On the other hand, consider the graph embedding of h:
given by y → (y, h 1 (y), . . . , h k (y)) for y ∈ Y. We write the coordinates of C k by (t 1 , . . . , t k ). By identifying s l with − t l ∂ t l we have 
where 1 l ∈ Z k is the unit vector with the only 1 in the l-position.
Definition 5.1. We define By
For an A -module M, we consider the duality functor
in particular, for D U -modules, j ! is the usual !-extension of D-modules. We write Y (A) the variety of Y over the defining ring A through the base change
Proof. To prove their holonomicity, we need to prove their D Y (A) characteristic varieties are of pure relative dimension m over Spec(A) (indeed, this is the definition of holonomicty in this more general setting). We first prove the holonomicity of
A. In the relative setting, we have by definition
where F • D Y is the usual degree-order filtration of D Y . Namely, we give elements in A degree 0. We fix a coherent filtration
One checks easily that (j
, m ∈ M and a ∈ A. Therefore, we have
A, and hence they are all holonomic.
Corollary 5.3. We have We only need to run the same argument over A (instead of C), and the required duality for holonomic D Y (A) -modules follows.
Using the above corollay, we see that (
Proof. The strategy of the proof is similar to that of [Gin86, Theorem 3.8.1, Proposition 3.8.3 and Corollary 3. for every q = (q, q, . . . , q) ∈ Z k and hence
for every v ∈ Z k . By minimality, we have for every 
To prove the second equality in the first statement, we use duality. By (21) and (22) the natural morphism
is surjective, and we denote the kernal by K, which is a holonomic D Y (s) -module. It is clear that
Since D • D is identity, we then have
Therefore, we have an exact sequence
Replacing M U by DM U , we have
and hence DK and K are both 0. Therefore, the morphism (23) We know that j * (h
We have a commutative diagram
The first vertical morphism is injective by applying (24) for DM U and the second vertical morphism is injective as j * is exact. Therefore, the first horizontal morphism is injective, and we conclude that
Running the argument in proving (23), we also obtain
Corollary 5.5 (=Theorem 1.3+Theorem 1.4). For v ∈ Z k with v l ≫ 0 for every l, we have quasi-isomorphisms
As j * is exact, we have
h (m 0 ), using Thoerem 5.4 (ii) and (25), we get for v ∈ Z k with v l ≫ 0 for every l
Using the Koszul resolution of C as the trivial C[s]-module, the first statement implies M
Applying the argument of the proof of the equation (21) similarly, one obtains
is similar to that of (22) (see also the proof of Lemma 3.8.2 in [Gin86] ).
Index theorem for lattices
For regular holonomic D U -module, using the microlocalization of the sheaf of logarithmic differential operators, Ginsburg [Gin89, Appendix A.] proved the following deep theorem:
Theorem 6.1 (Ginsburg) . If M U is a regular holonomic D U -module, then for every lattice M of M U we have
where SSM U is the closure of SSM U inside T * (X, D).
is a morphism of smooth log pairs with dim X = n and dim Y = m. We consider again the diagram of the log Lagrangian correspondence of f
Analogous to the functor f ♯ , we define a morphism between Chow rings 
and β is a class of a vector bundle.
Lemma 6.2. For every lattice M of a regular holonomic D U -module, we have
Proof. We know that K coh (O − ) has a decreasing filtration F
• by the codimension of supports. In the case of the claim, by the construction of multiplicity, we know [ gr
where p goes over the generic points of the support of gr F • M and m p the multiplicity (by Theorem 6.1, SSM is of pure codimension n). Also, we have
Since τ is compatible with the filtration F
• , by the Riemann-Roch formula (iii) we conclude that τ ([ gr the degree of the zero cycle [SSM · T * 
and hence we get
The proof is done by conbining (26), (27) and (28).
7. Logarithmic deformations of characteristic cycles and a non-compact Riemann-Roch theorem
for rational functions. Suppose that (X, D) is a smooth log pair and f = (f 1 , . . . , f k ) is an k-tuple of rational functions on X satisfying that the divisor of f l is supported on D for each l = 1, . . . , k. Let M U be a regular holonomic D U -module and M be a D X,D -lattice.
We introduce independent variables s = (s 1 , . . . , s k ). Since the divisor of f l is supported on D, we consider the
By assigning the extra variables s l of order 1, the order filtration
We then can further identify gr 
It is a conic cycle in T * (X, D) × C k . Following Kashiwara [Kas76] and Ginsburg [Gin86, §2.2], we define the log analogue of Λ ♯ . For a conic cycle Λ of
Theorem 7.1. With notations as above, for every lattice M, we have
Then we obtain an algebraic family of log-Lagrangian subvarieties
with the central fiber at 0 a n-dimensional conic cycle. Hence, p 2 gives a deformation of SSM U in the logarithmic cotangent bundle T * (X, D) (by Theorem 6.1).
8. An alternative proof of Theorem 1.5
Let F
• U be a perverse sheaf on U , and Λ U = SS(F • U ) be the characteristic cycle in T * U . We will prove that D) ], where the closure Λ U is taken inside T * (X, D). If we let F
• U = DR(M U ), then this leads to Theorem 1.5.
In this section, we will work with the real cotangent bundles T * U and T * (X, D) that underly their complex counterparts.
First, we recall a result of Kashiwara for Euler characteristic on a non-compact set [Kas85] .
Theorem 8.1 (Kashiwara) . Let U be a complex n-dimensional quasi-projective variety, F an R constructible sheaf on it. Let ϕ :
We assume that {x ∈ supp F; ϕ(x) ≤ t} is compact for any t and SS(F ) ∩ Y ϕ is compact. Then dim H j (U ; F ) < ∞ for any j and we have
Note the extra (−1) n is due to the degree shift between constructible sheaf and perverse sheaf.
Our new point in this paper, is to not work in T * U but in the log compactification T * (X, D). We shall choose a perturbation of zero section Γ dϕ ⊂ T * U such that it extends to a smooth section Γ dϕ of T * (X, D), hence serves as a perturbation of zero-section T * X (X, D).
8.1. Real log cotangent bundle and perturbation of zero section. First, we recall that any complex rank n vector bundle E → X has an underlying real rank 2n vector bundle, denoted as E R . And since intersection of cycles are topological notion, we may perform smooth real perturbation to the zero section, instead of algebraic or holomorphic ones.
If z has a neighborhood V where r divisors intersects, and suppose z has local holomorphic coordinates x 1 , · · · , x r , y 1 , · · · , y k , n = k + r, such that the divisors are given by {x i = 0}, then we can write local basis of T * (X, D) as d log x 1 , · · · , d log x r , dy 1 , · · · , dy k . Proof. We prove this by contraposition. Suppose the intersection Γ d log ρ ∩ (Λ\Λ) is non-emptyset, and contain a point that lies over z ∈ D. Choose a coordinate patch around z as in (30), with base coordinate ρ 1 , · · · , ρ r , θ 1 , · · · , θ r and {y j,R , y j,I } j=1,··· ,k .
The cotangent bundle T * U has fiber coordinates ξ ρi , ξ θi , ξ y,j,R , ξ y,j,I , with canonical Liouville one-form as
(ξ y,j,R dy j,R + ξ y,j,I dy j,I )
The log cotangent bundle T * (X, D) has fiber coordinates η ρi = ρ i ξ ρi , and ξ θi , ξ y,j,R , ξ y,j,I . The canonical Liouville 1-form can be written as
Since Λ is a conical Lagrangian, for any tangent vector v of Λ, we have λ vanishes on T Λ. Indeed, λ(v) = ω(E, v) = 0 where E is the Euler vector field generator of R + action on T * U . Recall the curve selection lemma: for any q ∈ Λ\Λ, there exists a real analytic curve γ : [0, 1) → T * (X, D), such that γ(0) = q and γ(0, 1) ⊂ Λ. Now, let q be the given intersection point of Γ d log ρ ∩ (Λ\Λ), and γ : [0, 1) → T * (X, D) be a real analytic curve ending on q. We maybe write γ(t) in coordinates of T * (X, D) as ρ i (t) · · · and η ρi (t) etc. We may consider the linear integral γ(0,ǫ) λ, ǫ ≪ 1.
On one hand, the integral is zero, since λ vanishes onγ(t) ∈ T Λ. On the other hand, if we write in λ in component, we have
(ξ y,j,R (t)dy j,R (t) + ξ y,j,I (t)dy j,I (t))
As t → 0, we have lim ρ i (t) = 0, lim η ρi (t) = 1, lim ξ θi (t) = 0, and all other limits for θ i , y j,I , y j,R , ξ y,j,R , ξ y,j,I exist. The integral for the dρ/ρ part gives
whereas the other terms in the integral are bounded. Hence γ(0,ǫ) = +∞ and contradicts with γ(0,ǫ) λ = 0. Hence the intersection Γ d log ρ ∩ (Λ\Λ) = ∅.
